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Improving the local economy and community wellbeing 
Not For Profit House provides a wraparound service to support the Not For Profit Sector, through 3 pillars: physical location, training and 
tools, and sector development and volunteering. Corporates and Governments invest in Not For Profit House to improve their return on 
investment in the sector and reduce risk and fraudulent activity. 
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RELEVANT COUNCIL PRIORITIES 
 
Council value: efficient - we deliver; we challenge the status quo, and we continually find better ways to reduce costs and improve services 

Council value: community – we care about each other, and our environment and we recognise that community is the core of our business 
 
Council’s Connecting Communities Priorities:  

- Communities are well understood, with programs and services designed to strengthen our region 
- Engagement and Partnerships: supports and engages with the community to build community resilience and capacity to ensure 

the people in our region are empowered and actively engaged. 
- Understand the needs of our communities and customers in order to design and enhance the way we deliver our services 
- Implementing a strategic approach to community development that is focussed on inclusion, planning, capacity building and place 

making. 
- Engaging our communities to build connections and promote health, happiness and wellbeing. 

 
 
Further partnering with NFP House would: 

- Build connections and promote health, happiness and wellbeing via: 
o The physical location of NFP House, a point of connection and access to expertise and assets 
o The revolutionising volunteering pillar of NFP House 

- Build the capacity, skills and resilience of the not for profit sector via the Green Tick Standards and related coaching and training 
- Deliver an efficient way to award funding via the Green Tick Certification 
- Provide access to data and research on the not for profit sector, improving the understanding of the sector and informing decision 

making 
- Provide alignment to the Council company value ‘efficient (we deliver; we challenge the status quo, and we continually find better 

ways to reduce costs and improve services)’ by supporting the implementation of the Green Tick Certification process which will 
cascade this value through the not for profit sector. 


